Abstract. The use of the method based on the multipath routing organization for secure routing in mobile networks is quite efficient. In this paper, the method of plurality generation of safest ways is proved, which allows reducing the time complexity of the plurality of the safest ways formation algorithm due to the operations on the set of vertices and their neighborhood. Keywords: mobile computer network, multipath routing, wireless network graph, the time complexity.
Introduction
One of the most important aspects of network security is secure routing, which is nowadays a topic of interest in research. In mobile computing networks routing is a challenging problem, not only because of a dynamic topology caused by the mobility of nodes, but also because of the limited bandwidth, distance and power. Depending on the number of paths, routing protocols are divided into single-path and multipath.
Security is a major problem in mobile networks. Methods of protection of information used in networks with fixed structure, which are based on the analysis of network topology and analysis of IP-addresses can't be used in mobile networks due to the constantly changing topology of such networks.
As the most effective solution for the secure routing in mobile networks is proposed to use a method based on the organization of secure multipath routing (Poona, Kumkum and Manoj, 2014) .
Review and analysis of existing solutions
One of the approaches to find the set of disjoint paths is sorting algorithms, such as Dijkstra (Yi-zhou et al., 2014) , which has the time complexity of finding routes equal ( )
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, therefore, it is offered to carry out a search using a modified Dijkstra's algorithm. The feature of this approach is to find the shortest path from the source-sender В 0 to the source-receiver В n . For this purpose it is suggested to use the classical Dijkstra's algorithm. Once the primary path is formed, it is necessary to find all remaining routes. For this purpose it is necessary to remove all edge switch are connected with the main path nodes, and nodes that are nearby to the route have to be marked as nodes that can't be included in the remaining independent routes. Search of the remaining paths continues in two formed independent zones. The advantage of this approach is as follows: -routing table decrease; -time complexity decreases while searching other paths comparing with the classical Dijkstra's algorithm.
The time complexity of the modified Dijkstra's algorithm is as follows:
Another approach to find the set of disjoint paths is streaming algorithms (Kumar (2004) pp. 177-188) In this regard, it is offered to use the matrix transformations for finding the set of disjoint paths. This will allow reducing the time complexity of the search of the route comparing to the shortest path algorithms.
Solution to the problem
Let's consider the shear of graph of wireless network at the moment of time t (Fig. 1) .
Fig.1. Shear of graph of wireless network at the moment of time t
Thus for vertex B1 adjacent vertices are vertices B1 B2, B3, B4, B8 arranged respectively in a first row and first column of the matrix (see Table 1 ). When the min reliability stands in the 1 line, a procedure of successive removal of columns with min sum is performed. In the given example such columns are 2, 4, 3 and 8; as a consequence the degrees of vertices associated with these peaks are reducing. Paths 1-2; 1-4; 1-3; 1-8 are created. As a result the initial matrix is converted into a matrix (Table 2) . The procedure of successive removal of rows 2, 4, 3 and 8 is performed, as a consequence the degrees of vertices associated with these peaks are reducing. Paths 1-2-5; 1-4-7; 1-3-6; 8.1.12 are created. As a result, the original matrix is transformed into a matrix (Table 3 ). The first path 01/08/12 is created.
Boundary vertices are the vertices 5,7,6. Delete columns 5, 7, 6 from matrix (Table 3) . 
Conclusion
Herewith is offered and established the method of plurality generation of the safest ways on the basis of modified method of branches and bounds, which is due to the set operations B i (в j | j=1,2,…,k) peaks and their neighborhood allows reducing time complexity of algorithm of formation of a set of the safest ways, adjacent to peakв i , which is called a neighborhood S (в i |)of vertexв i .
